A vote for INDIA is a vote for:

- Transparency
- Credibility
- Accountability
- Effectiveness
India’s 5-S approach:
- **SAMMAN** - Respect
- **SAMVAD** - Dialogue
- **SAHYOG** - Cooperation
- **SHANTI** - Peace
- **SAMRIDDHI** - Prosperity

Committed to:
- Multilateralism
- Rule of law
- A fair & equitable international system.

A world-view anchored in our ethos:
*the world is one family*

**NORMS:**

**NEW ORIENTATION FOR A REFORMED MULTILATERAL SYSTEM**

**INDIA:** committed to promote responsible & inclusive solutions to international peace & security
New Opportunities for Progress

- As a rule-abiding democracy and a positive contributor to the security of the global commons, India will work constructively with partners to bring innovative and inclusive solutions to foster development.

- India calls for greater involvement of women and youth to shape a new paradigm.

- A rapidly shifting global security landscape, persistence of traditional security challenges, and emergence of new and complicated challenges, all demand a coherent, pragmatic, nimble and effective platform for collaboration to ensure sustainable peace.

- Such a role must be more effectively undertaken by the Security Council, in the post-COVID19 context.
Effective Response to International Terrorism

- Terrorism is an enduring and critical threat to international peace and security.

- Terrorist groups have linkages across borders, regions and continents in recruitment, financing and operations.

- India is committed to combat this menace in all its forms and manifestations.

- India will pursue concrete and result-oriented action by the Council aimed at:
  - addressing the abuse of ICT by terrorists
  - disrupting their nexus with sponsors and transnational organised criminal entities
  - stemming the flow of terror finance
  - strengthening normative and operative frameworks for greater coordination with other multilateral forums
Reforming Multilateral Systems

- Widespread concern at the inadequacy of the existing multilateral institutions to deliver results or meet new challenges.

- A need to promote greater cooperation in multilateral institutions.

- Reformed multilateralism: a must for the post-COVID19 era.

- A first and vital step is the reform of the Security Council. It must reflect contemporary realities to be more effective.
Today’s peace and security challenges require a comprehensive and integrated approach, harmonizing national choices and international priorities.

India’s vision for international peace and security is guided by:

- Dialogue and cooperation,
- Mutual respect
- Commitment to international law

Streamlining UN Peacekeeping is an overdue task. We must ensure greater clarity, direction, and professionalism in UN Peacekeeping Operations.
Rapidly evolving technology has broader consequences for humankind and it must be intelligently harnessed by the international community.

The world needs a shared vision of the direction of technological progress to ensure technology remains a force for good.

Innovative uses of technology offer promising opportunities to address humanitarian challenges.

India will encourage partnerships to harness the benefits of technological innovation to:

- reduce human suffering
- enhance ease of living
- build resilient communities.
वसुधैव कुटुम्बकम्

The World is One Family